FIRST AID!

for METAL SURFACES

THE du Pont Company manufactures a complete line of special paints for the protection of all types of metal surfaces under every service condition. These paints have been developed by du Pont Chemical engineers through years of study of the many causes of metal corrosion as developed in construction work, under the many varying conditions encountered.

Specially developed to meet specific requirements, these "tailor-made" products naturally deliver extraordinary service. Noteworthy among them are Antoxide and Ferro-Keep, leading rust-inhibitive paints.

Write us describing the surface and the conditions surrounding the installation, and we will recommend the particular paint that will give the best service at least expense.

This is the function of the "du Pont Prescription Paint Service"—a service that covers not only the protection of metal surfaces, but every kind of surface under every condition.

FERRO-KEEP

For general exterior and interior metal surfaces, du Pont Ferro-Keep is an excellent metal protecting paint. Ferro-Keep is a scientifically-prepared, linseed-oil paint, combined with durable pigments. On new surfaces, it must be preceded with a coat of a suitable primer, such as du Pont Kreosote Metal Primer. One coat of the Primer and a finishing coat of Ferro-Keep will give maximum protection to new metal surfaces. On previously finished surfaces, one coat of Ferro-Keep is recommended.

Ferro-Keep is made in four shades—Black, Green, Red and Gray.

ANTOXIDE

Metal surfaces subject to more or less constant contact with moisture, or to the presence of gas or acid fumes, should be painted with du Pont Antoxide. Antoxide is composed of the most effective rust-inhibitive pigments and a durable varnish, and is made especially to withstand the action of the foregoing agencies of corrosion. It is not necessary to apply a separate primer. Two or more coats of Antoxide itself is all that is required. On previously painted surfaces, one coat of Antoxide is usually necessary.

Antoxide is made in four shades—Red, Bronze Green, Maroon and Black.
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